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Sever Hall is a three-and one-half-story, oblonged-shaped, symmetrically-massed brick structure with a hipped roof, two large interior chimneys, and low twin towers on both long elevations. The building is 176 feet long and 75 feet deep. The walls are built of red brick, the foundations and trim are of Longmeadow stone, and the roofs are covered with red-orange tile.

The front (west) and rear (east) facades are divided into three wide bays by means of low twin cylindrical towers that are capped with steeply sloped roofs and have bay windows that continue upwards through the whole height of the walls. These four towers are the only really mediæval element in the design. The windows on all four elevations are arranged in large groups or banks and their regular spacing provides the chief decorative interest of the composition. All windows have flat arches and molded brick mullions. Windows in the center bay of the west (front) elevation and at the corners have rounded corners cut in brownstone. Elsewhere these wedges of stone are unmolded. The prominent belt courses marking the levels of the second and third floors, and also of the cornice and its frieze, are executed in carved brick.

The center bay of the front (west) facade contains a large entrance comprised of a deeply-recessed low Syrian archway surrounded by moldings in cut brick. Above this central entranceway is a slightly projecting bay, two stories in height and suggesting a classical central pavilion, which is surmounted by a large pediment. The tympanum of the pediment and the panels set under the second and third story windows in the projecting bay are richly ornamented with floral patterns done in cut brick. The pediment is flanked by a pair of low wide dormers and by the large fluted brick interior chimneys.

The center bay of rear (east) elevation has a flat arched doorway which is topped by a broad triangular pediment. Above this, in the second story, is a slightly bulging broad and shallow bay supported on brick corbelling. Over the windows in this level is set a wide panel of cut brick richly decorated in floral pattern. In the roof above and occupying almost the entire width of the central bay, is a very long low dormer which effectively echoes in design the long low proportions of the whole building.

The interior has a cross hall plan on each floor and is divided into plainly finished class rooms and recitation rooms. Sever Hall is in good condition, still used for class room purpose, and is open to visitors.
Designed by Henry Hobson Richardson and erected in 1878-80 as a classroom building, Sever Hall is masterpiece built in the mature Richardsonian Romanesque style. "This is without question one of Richardson's greatest works of architecture," the architectural historian Henry-Russell Hitchcock has written. "It is, moreover, an almost unique masterpiece of the incredibly difficult art of building in harmony with the fine work of the past and yet creating a new style for a new day." (The Architecture of H. H. Richardson and His Times) (Hamden, Conn., 1961), 191.

History

Commissioned by Harvard University in October, 1878, the plans for Sever Hall were prepared by Henry H. Richardson of Boston; the classroom building was completed in 1880. In this design Richardson abandoned the rock-faced granite and brownstone of his previous buildings and adopted the common red brick that had been used in the nearby 18th century structures standing in the Harvard Yard. He also even imitated the plain oblong and symmetrical masses of these Georgian and Federal period buildings in a successful effort to blend his new-styled edifice with this fine architecture of the past. Little-altered, Sever Hall still functions as a classroom building.
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